
A Walk in the Woods



Love your Woodland

When you are visiting any woodland you should:

Wear sensible clothing and good footwear.

Make sure arms and legs are covered to minimise scratches and risk of tick bites.

For information on tick bites follow this link.

Look out for sharp objects and be aware it may be slippery underfoot.

Remember, if you lift any logs while searching for invertebrates be sure to gently. 

return them to the same place. Respect the wildlife you are looking for.

Follow the countryside code:

Respect other people

Consider the local community and other people enjoying the outdoors.

Leave gates and property as you find them and follow paths.

Protect the natural environment

Leave no trace of your visit and take your litter home.

Keep dogs under effective control.

Enjoy the outdoors

Plan ahead and be prepared.

Follow advice and local signs.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/tick-surveillance-scheme


A walk in the woods – simple spotter
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Have you spotted one of these? Tick the box if you have.

Do you know what it is called? Write it down for bonus points!

1 point for each one spotted. 

1 extra point if you can match the names correctly. 

0-3 keep looking

4 -8 good effort

9+ super spotter!

Ladybird

Flower

Butterfly

Bumblebee

Spider

Log pile

http://www.shutterstock.com/subscribe.mhtml


A walk in the woods – standard spotter 

s_ _ _ _ _ _d  _oo_  _ _ _ _ _ _ f _ _

s_ _ _ _ _   _ p_ _   _ _ _ y_ _ _d l_ _   _ _ l_

If you spot one of these in the woods, don’t forget to tick the box. 

Write what it is called underneath. Bonus points for correct spellings!

1 point for each one spotted.

1 extra point if you can name them.

1 bonus point for each correct spelling.

0-6 keep looking

7-16 good effort

17-24 super spotter!

w_ _ _ _ _ o _ _ __r_ _ _t f_ _ _ _ _

_ _ i _ k _ _ _ _ n _ _ p_ _ __ n_ _ _
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Answers– super spotter 

Tick the ones you spot and write down what they are called. Bonus points for correct 

spellings!

1 point for each one spotted. 

1 extra point if you can name them. 

1 bonus point for each correct spelling.

0-4 keep looking

5-15 good effort

16-39  super spotter

40-42 amazing!



Answers– simple spotter

Log pile

Bumblebee

Butterfly

Spider

Ladybird

Flower

1 point for each one spotted. 

1 extra point if you can match the names correctly. 

0-3 keep looking

4 -8 good effort

9+ super spotter!

http://www.shutterstock.com/subscribe.mhtml


Answers– standard spotter 

Speckled wood butterfly

Seven spot 

ladybird
Log pile

1 point for each one spotted.

1 extra point if you can name them.

1 bonus point for each correct spelling.

0-6 keep looking

7-16 good effort

17-24 super spotter!

WoodlouseBracket 

fungus

Cricket Centipede
Snail
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Answers– super spotter! 

1 point for each one spotted. 

1 extra point if you can name them. 

1 bonus point for each correct spelling.

0-4 keep looking

5-15 good effort

16-39  super spotter

40-42 amazing!

Dog violet Lords and ladies Speckled bush cricket Flesh fly Hover-fly

Common blue butterfly Wood anemone

Click beetle

Click beetle larvae

Bluebell

Celandine

Wood anemone
Enchanters 

nightshade



Marwell Wildlife car park

Entrance

Exit

Log pile

Way marker direction

Trail

Walk in the woods trail map


